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A Strange Mission 
Axes and Anvils Collaborative Group Play—Without a GM 

By Andrew Shields 

 

Here is a method for playing Axes and Anvils without a Game Master.  The players will cooperate to 

create challenges, interpretations, and rulings as they play their characters. 

 

Choose one player to be the Frame Master. This player will decide the overall reason for the expedition, 

call for encounters, and score the adventure at the end. The Frame Master is responsible for keeping the 

session from running overtime, too. 

 

All other players will take some randomly generated words for inspiration, and be prepared to describe 

and rule on an encounter. 

 

http://www.risusmonkey.com/2011/02/dungeonwords.html 

http://www.risusmonkey.com/2011/04/w-is-for-wilderwords.html 

 

How does it work? 

 

The Frame Master generates an overall location and objective, two words from DungeonWords, and/or 

two words from WilderWords. Taking on the role of a clan elder, the Frame Master explains to the rest of 

the players the mission they are undertaking. 

 
Location 

1. A wizard’s tower, with otherplanar connections. 

2. Monster lair. 

3. Trail of a fast-moving target. 

4. Enemy fort. 

5. A spirit pocket-realm. 

6. The ruin of a long-lost dwarf hold. 

7. A barely-charted island. 

8. Lightless caverns near the dwarf hold. 

9. A dreamscape—drink a potion and dream together. 

10. Inside a dimension-bending artifact. 

11. Shadows of the Land of the Dead. 

12. Deep Forest. 

 

Objective 
1. Retrieve an artifact your clan made long ago. 

2. Destroy an artifact that threatens your clan. 

3. Rescue dwarves in danger. 

4. End a threat that has preyed on your clan. 

5. Pursue riches for your clan’s wealth and prestige. 

6. Help the clan atone for angering the gods. 

7. Destroy secret clan lore in the hands of others. 

8. Rescue cultural lore looted from elsewhere. 

9. Gain an object required by an ally, for diplomacy. 

10. Capture a foe’s relative, for leverage. 

11. Allies offer a rich bounty for a target. 

12. Disrupt a mad cult’s quest before they succeed. 

 

 

The Frame Master explains the mission, ideally using a story that involves all four generated words, the 

location, and the objective. If this proves too difficult, then leaving elements out is fine, as is adding 

others. This process is designed to fire up player creativity to make memorable games. 

 

Encounter Masters 

 

The Frame Master sets the stage, then calls for encounters one by one. Each player will have a turn to be 

an Encounter Master. After the players have had a description of where and how they are starting, and a 

chance to banter or ask questions, the mission begins. 

 

The Frame Master generates an encounter type. The Frame Master can choose one of the following, or 

roll, depending on the needs of the story. Any random encounter type should be able to work at any time, 

but these are tools to make play better. They inspire, rather than limit. 

http://www.risusmonkey.com/2011/02/dungeonwords.html
http://www.risusmonkey.com/2011/04/w-is-for-wilderwords.html
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Encounter Type 

1-2. Movement hazard. 

3-4. Ambush! 

5-6. Chance meeting. 

7-8. Hunting monster. 

9-10. Environmental hazard. 

11-12. Encounter Master’s choice—any kind of encounter. 

 

Movement Hazard. This could be a barrier that must be breached, or a chasm to cross, or thorn tangles 

with a mind of their own, or an area infested with territorial creatures. 

 

Ambush! The most alert of the characters can take a risk test to see the attack coming, then it is furious 

combat with foes of the Encounter Master’s devising. 

 

Chance Meeting. This could be good for the characters, or bad for the characters. The Encounter Master 

decides if those they meet are allies, enemies, undecided, boring, or weird, and plays their roles. 

 

Hunting Monster. They can try to sneak around it, ambush it, fight with it, or parlay. The cleverness (and 

hunger) of the monster is up to the Encounter Master. 

 

Environmental Hazard. Usually weather. Blistering heat, slick ice, torrential rain, high winds, echoing 

fog; whatever the conditions, the characters must roll some dice or lose Vitality, equipment, or their 

bearings. Something is at stake. In weirder locales, environmental hazards can also be lava flows, masses 

of playful spirits, hallucinogenic mushroom spores in the air, ancient boobytraps, or other excitement. 

 

The encounter should involve one or both of the randomly generated words somehow. It could be re-

skinning a traditional monster with some cool effects, or the heraldry on a knight’s tabard, or making 

something up from scratch.  

 

The Frame Master can also interrupt a current encounter with another encounter, and have two Encounter 

Masters at work both making any needed rulings on their element of the encounter. For example, a 

movement hazard could be in progress when the Frame Master calls for a hunting monster or ambush! 

For scoring purposes, this still counts as two encounters (even if they are going on at the same time.) 

 

Traits for Encounters 
 

The players are encouraged to use the warbands and monsters from the Axes and Anvils bestiary and re-

skin or adjust them for the encounter. If an encounter calls for a chance meeting, and they are in a fey 

realm, and a player has “bats” and “spores” for key words, then it is fine to take the stats for an ogre, add 

big bat wings, and make its flesh fungal. Then they can talk to it, or throw down… 

 

Climactic Encounter 
 

The Frame Master can run this one, or assign it to one of the other players. This is the encounter where 

the dwarves face the final obstacle between them and what they came to do. It should be big, flashy, and 

exciting. It should also use 2 new random words, whether they are generated by an Encounter Master or 

the Frame Master. 

 

Further encounters may or may not be needed, depending on how dangerous a place the characters are in 

and how they are doing at the end of the encounter. 
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Scoring 

 

 Random Words. The Frame Master should keep track of each random word that is worked into the 

encounters, including the ones the Frame Master uses at the beginning. Divide the total by the number 

of players. Round normally. 

 

 Danger. Add 1 point per genuinely dangerous situation the characters faced. 

 

 Creativity. Add 1 point per encounter that inspired, frightened, or amused the whole group. Or, if 

that is not easy to determine, 1 point per encounter that the Frame Master thought was cool. 

 

 Victory. Add 3 points if the characters did well (but did not complete their objective) and 5 points if 

they completed their objective. If they worsened the clan’s situation, subtract 3 or 5 points depending 

on how botched their clan’s chances are of fixing the damage. 

 

 Survival. Subtract 3 points for each dead character. 

 

Upgrading 
 

If the characters succeeded in their mission objective (or generated a new one in the course of play that 

could greatly aid the clan) then they can apply 1 upgrade point towards their clan’s traits. 

 

If the session built up enough points to triple the number of players, then each character can also take one 

upgrade. 
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Example: 

 

Generation 

 

Ann, Bill, Frank, and Jessica want to play Axes and Anvils. They decide to go on a strange mission. Ann 

will be the Frame Master. 

 

 Ann has a Skirmisher with Delver and Crafter.  

 Bill has a Leader with Diplomacy and Topsider. 

 Frank has a Vanguard with Aristocrat and Athlete. 

 Jessica has a Support with Enchanter and Scholar. 

 

Ann generates a mission and a location, getting 7 (a barely-charted island) and 6 (help the clan atone for 

angering the gods.) She also rolls two words, deciding to use the WilderWords. She rolls 12 on the d12, 

and 13 on the d20: stonework. She rolls 9 on the d12 and 2 on the d20: oracle. 

 

Meanwhile, Bill, Frank, and Jessica generate their words. Bill gets Chasm and Safehaven. Frank gets 

Wine and Tenebrous. Jessica gets Bugs and Skeletons. 

 

Ann (FM) explains they are on a ship to Fogrite, a barely-charted island in the Moselli Sea. Their clan 

sacked a minotaur clan’s lair and upset their god, who has cursed the clan. They must go to the oracle in a 

stone temple on this island to find out what they must do to atone, so their crops will grow again. It is the 

Oracle of Horns. 

 

They have basic supplies, weapons, and armor. They have a chance to chit-chat on the deck before they 

can go to the island on a rowboat; the ship dares not get very close. 

 

First Encounter 

 

Ann rolls a 1, movement hazard, and turns the scene over to Bill.  

 

Bill looks at his words, Chasm and Safehaven. He decides he’ll let them get to the island without incident 

(though it was tempting to give them a movement hazard on the sea.) There is a trail flanked by stone 

pillars, he says, and they follow it. They reach a ramshackle bridge built out of a shipwreck, over a deep 

chasm. They can see on the weathered boards the ship’s name; Safehaven. 

 

Bill explains that they must cross as an untrained risk test. If they fail, they get a second try. If they fail 

the second try, they fall. If they do not succeed, then they are stuck out on the bridge, and must try again. 

If they fall… he shrugs suggestively. 

 

Ann notes she is a delver, so she should be really good at crossing rickety bridges. Bill agrees she can use 

her primary skill chances. Frank asks if the dwarves rope themselves together, if that helps. Bill thinks for 

a minute, and agrees it does. They can test as a secondary skill. 

 

They move across the rickety bridge, and when they get across, Bill tells them it finally gives out and 

crashes down into the chasm. They will have to find another way back. 

 

Ann thanks him for the scene, and tells him to generate two more words. He gets “relic” and 

“juggernaut.” 
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Second Encounter 

 

Ann calls on Jessica for the second encounter, an ambush! 

 

Jessica describes the scene. She tells them they followed a trail until they saw a pole with a stone 

minotaur head on the top (riffing off the overall theme) and they continued on. They came to a place 

where the ground got kind of squishy, and they smelled a marsh nearby in the lush jungle. Then the 

ground twitched and heaved as things tore up out of it, all around them! 

 

Since Ann’s skirmisher has “delver” Jessica lets her roll 1d12 to see if they were ready for the attack—as 

a risk test. Fortunately Ann passes, so they don’t lose a round. 

 

Jessica describes six minotaur skeletons with “flesh” made of jungle bugs. (She uses the stats for ogres 

without changing a thing.) 

 

After a couple rounds of fighting, they retreat, racing away as fast as they can, the worse for wear. Since 

this is an ambush, Jessica considers whether or not they can escape so easily. They round the corner to see 

a bramble and tree wall dragged over the path. Can they clear it before the lumbering undead catch them? 

Jessica makes them make risk tests. They make it, and the undead subside behind them. 

 

Whew! Ann asks Jessica to generate new words. She gets “signpost” and “acid.” 

 

Third Encounter 

 

Ann calls on Frank for the third encounter, and she generates a 12, so it is his choice. Frank looks at his 

words, “wine” and “tenebrous.” 

 

Frank tells them they climb up endless stairs, and reach a stone lookout station. From there they can see 

the massive temple in the interior. But, there also a man in dark blue robes sunning himself at a small 

table, with a dusty bottle of wine. They are all surprised to see each other. 

 

Ann cautiously talks to him, and they find that he is a wizard who can teleport, and he enjoys this spot. 

He comes here to relax. They chat, and he notes that if they are going to see the oracle, Varia, (Ann notes 

that the oracle’s name is now Varia) they had better bring her something she likes. He will trade them a 

bottle of her favorite wine for one of their finely crafted dwarven weapons.  

 

Bill agrees, handing over a shortsword. The wizard, Skiffer, melts into the shadows. A few minutes later 

he’s back with another dusty bottle. They bid him farewell, and he admires his new blade. 

 

Before they go, Jessica asks him if he knows another, better way back than the way they came. He tells 

them there is a scrying pool in the temple, and if they can focus on where they want to go on the island, 

they can jump in and end up in that place. They leave. 

 

Ann has Frank generate new words. He gets “mausoleum” and “aspected.” (He is not sure what 

“aspected” means, so he looks it up, and figures it means “with a face.”) 

 

Fourth Encounter 

 

Ann tells Bill he gets a hunting monster encounter. Bill looks at “relic” and “juggernaut” and grins. 
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They are wending down the stairs into the valley towards the oracle, when they hear a cry. Looking up, 

they see an elephant-sized reptilian thing circling overhead with massive leathern wings. They scatter into 

cover. Bill’s character has the best eyes, and he squints at it. He sees it has a weird stone helm, like the 

stonework elsewhere, with horns. Jessica’s character is an enchanter, and she senses magic on it. She 

surmises the helm controls it, possibly helps the scry mechanism too. 

 

They work their way under the canopy of the jungle and take some time to rest and heal, then they 

continue, climbing down the slope by the stairs, out of sight. 

 

The encounter could be done, but Bill figures it is not exciting enough yet. They will have to cross a 

stretch of open ground to get into the temple. It will be a race! A risk test over broken ground. 

 

Bill agrees that Ann’s character’s delving skill can be used, and Frank’s athlete skill, but not his own 

character’s topsider skill. With that sorted, they make a run for it. 

 

Frank’s character fails, and Ann’s character does not succeed. Bill figures Ann’s character is slowed by 

helping Frank’s character, but the creature spots them. Bill’s character and Jessica’s character shoot at the 

winged monster to distract it, and it goes for them. They scatter, it pursues; Bill randomizes its actions. It 

pounces, and mauls Bill’s character. He barely makes it into the oracular temple with them, leaving the 

furious screaming beast outside. 

 

Bill’s new words are “levers” and “necrotic.” 

 

Fifth Encounter 

 

Ann calls on Jessica, and notes the encounter type will be another ambush. The whole group groans. 

 

Jessica tells them they get to a chamber with a map carved into the stone wall, but it is scarred by acid, as 

is the floor. Then they are jumped by a coordinated attack of minotaur women, sleek and graceful and tall, 

who sling pots of acid at them. (Jessica uses the stats for gnolls, and for the acid pots, has them burn away 

armor first and do a wound and 6 unsoakable vitality second. Characters can give up a weapon instead.) 

 

Several of the characters have destroyed weapons and gear, and hissing stinging wounds, before they 

bring down the tough cows. Before they chase off the survivors, Jessica’s character (a scholar) notes that 

from the frieze, the cows are headed to lead them into a trap. Instead, they go up the stairs. 

 

Jessica’s new words are “fumes” and “rats.” 

 

Sixth Encounter 

 

It is getting close to time to wrap up, so Ann calls on Frank for the climax. 

 

Frank describes a tomb door that looks like a giant minotaur face of stone, three dimensional and snorting 

into the room. Together, they use their strength to open the door, and they cautiously enter. 

 

They see a beautiful cow woman, veiled. She is surrounded by the stone coffins of her peoples’ rulers. As 

leader, Bill’s character steps forward and talks with her, offering her wine. She is pleased and surprised, 

not something she is used to. She whispers the answer of what the clan must do into Bill’s ear (a secret, so 

they can use it as part of the mission next time if they want.) 
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The huge monster that was flying outside comes down the center shaft, and crashes down in front of them 

with a roar. They collectively experience a moment of panic, but the oracle (Varia) says it will take them 

back. It rears back, and on its shined breastplate they see their boat, and step through its plastron to 

magically return there with the secret they sought. The end! 

 

Scoring 

 

Key Words 

 In the setup, Ann used “stonework” and “oracle” for 2 points. 

 In the first encounter, Bill used “chasm” and “safehaven” for 2 points. 

 The second encounter used “bugs” and “skeletons” for 2 points. 

 The third encounter used “wine” and “tenebrous” for 2 points. 

 The fourth encounter used “juggernaut” and “relic” well enough: 2 points. 

 The fifth encounter used “signpost” and “acid” well enough: 2 points. 

 The sixth encounter used “mausoleum” and “aspected.” 2 points. 

 

Encounters 

 The first encounter did not seem that dangerous to Ann, but she thought it was creative: 1 point. 

 The second encounter was very dangerous, and creative: 2 points. 

 The third encounter did not turn out to be dangerous (though maybe it would have been if they 

attacked the wizard.) It was creative, and furthered the story: 1 point. 

 The fourth encounter was dangerous, and creative, for 2 points. 

 The fifth encounter was dangerous, and creative, for 2 points. 

 The sixth encounter was not particularly dangerous, but it was creative: 1 point. 

 

Points for using the words: 14. Divided by 4, that’s 3.5, so 4. 

Points for danger and creativity: 9. 

Points for victory: 5. 

Total: 18. There were 4 players, x3 is 12. So, since the players got more than their number x3 points, they 

each get an upgrade. And, their clan gets an upgrade: they put it towards “Prestige.” 

 


